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Students stand against
'The Death of Trays' initiative spreads across campus to save food and water
►JESS IC A COHEA

jcohea@olivet.edu •
he “trayless initiative” has
been sweeping campus dur
ing the past few weeks. Students
are deciding not to use trays in the
cafeteria to take a stand against
excessive wastefulness.
Student Body President Evan
Karg and the Associated Student
Council executives started this
initiative at Olivet, but the trend
has been spreading quickly.
“There are pockets of students
on campus that are going tray
less,” Karg said. “Going Green,
IJM (International Justice Mis
sion) and SOS (Save our Streets)
are behind this initiative and will
challenge their members to go
trayless.”
The major benefits o f going
trayless include saving food and
saving “thousands of gallons of
water” by not having to wash the
trays daily, according to Karg;
“Because Sodexo is ' sét up
buffet-style, it’s easy 'to load up
your tray at mealtimes with food
you never really intended to eat,”
sophomore Emily Spunaugle
said. “In the few days I’ve.been
‘going-trayless,’ I ’ve noticed that
because I have to carry every dish individually, I’ve become more
conscious of the amount of food
I pick up.”
.
This initiative is not temporary.
Karg said his decision is final.
“My hope is to see ONU con
sistently graduate students into
the world that will not be wasters,
which will in turn make a huge ■ Me™bers of ASC demonstrate innovative uses-for trays to raise awareness about the “trayless initiative.” They
impact,” he said.
each believe that using trays to carry food in the cafeteria leads to excess waste.
p h o t o s by c h a d h e m p h il l

T

Stadium Apartments opening in fall
dent housing.
The last addition to student
housing was back in the fall of
20Q8 when Oak Rim Apartments
opened up. Those apartments are
all-girls honors housing.
This time the need was for guys.
Olivet “always has to be planning
for increased enrollmenfSMcAllister said.
The apartments are available
to upperclass Olivet males. Each
apartment building will have
three four-person apartments and
one three-person apartment, in
Stadium Apartments are new all-boys apartments.
addition to laundry facilities. .
This summer, Olivet will be
►LAURA MESSENGER
Donna McAllister, said that this working to get the apartments
could be an opportunity for great ready for the fall. This means that
lmesseng@olivet.edu.
community between the two some of the apartments will 'get
When housing sign-ups came apartment complexes.
new windows, carpets or paint.
out this year the males on campus
Juniors Lance Hays and Nick
“(It) depends on what • had
had a new option. The Stadium Klomstad will serve as resident been updated,” McAllister said;
Apartments will open in the fall. assistants to the four buildings explaining how the remodeling
and house about 60 men..
that will make up the Stadium choices were made.
The new Stadium Apartments Apartments. The apartments will
Next August when students
are located down Stadium Drive, also have a resident director, move back to Olivet, 60 guys
past Lois. They will be located Spencer Cook.
will not just be moving into the
near the all-girl apartments that
Hays, Klomstad and Cook will Stadium Apartments for the first
make up University Place. The have the opportunity to be a part time, they will be starting a new
assistant dèan o f residential life, of this new addition to Olivet stu-^ chapter in Olivet life.

¡Yearbooks completed
and receiving praise
i t MELODY KENNELL

: mkennell@olivet.edu
| | The 2010 Olivet yearbook, Au
rora, has been honored this year
by being inducted into the Walsworth Publishing Company’s
¡Gallery of Excellence.
H; According to a letter from the
¡publisher, the Gallery of Excel
lence shows off the best year-.
books published by Walsworth.
p “Yearbooks chosen for the gal
lery are distinguished by their
¡comprehensive coverage, innova
tive design and superior copy and
photographs,” according to the
letter.
■j Since Aurora has been selected
for this distinction, it will be used
as an example for other schools
at various conventions and work- •
.Shops.

Yearbook
Distribution

Monday:
4:30-10 p.m. ;

Common Grounds

Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday: |
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
5-7 p.m.

Outside Common
Grounds

CHINA

EUROPE
Due to massive amounts o f volcanic ash from
a volcano in Iceland, airports across Europe have
been shut down in the past week because of low
visibility. London’s Heathrow has been closed for 6
days and just opened again for traffic on Wednesday.
More than 100,000 flights were canceled in Europe
in the past week. Passengers and airlines are ask
ing governments to bail them out—similar to what
the United States did when the industry suffered in
the aftermath of the Sept. 11,2001, terrorist attacks.
British Airways has argued that it was losing as
much as $30 million a day..

N ew s
around '
the world

As 3 result of an earthquake of magnitude 6.9 that
occurred in China’s western province of Qinghai
this past week, over 2,000 people have been found
dead. Another 12,000 are injured and hundreds are
still missing. The Chinese government declared a
national day_ of mourning on April 21 for those af
fected by thè quake. All flags were lowered to halfstaff and all entertainment events were canceled.

►DAN ALLEN

ARGENTINA
The Argentinean ex-dictator Gen Bignone has
been sentenced to 25 years in prison for human
rights abuses committed in the late 1970s. Bignone
was second in command at the time in Argentina
and in charge of the regime’s torture centers during
the notorious “Dirty War” period of the nation’s his
tory. According to. the BBC, “Human rights groups
say some 30,000 people died or ‘disappeared’ dur
ing the period, which saw the military target leftwing opponents.*’ Bignone was found guilty in the
involvement df 56 cases related to mufder, torture
and kidnapping.'

KYRGYZSTAN
On April 7, a political coup took place in which
the government in Kyrgyzstan was overthrown and
85 people killed in the ensuing violence. In the 10
days following political unrest in Kyrgyzstan, sev
eral more people have been killed and others in
jured in the country’s capital of Bishkek. The ousted
Kyrgyzstan president, Kurmanbek Bakiyev, has re
leased statements that claim he is still the legitimate
leader of the country. He has fled to Belarus for the
time being.

0Ü 0M I

Karg elected to chair the Nazarene
Student Leadership Association
.. > MEAGAN RAMSAY
m ram sayl@ olivet.edu

Olivet Student Body President
Evan .Karg was elected as chair
of the Nazarene Student Leader
ship Association during the an
nual student conference held at
Trevecca Nazarene University in
Nashville, Term., April 8-11.. As
chair, Karg has the responsibil
ity of leading the student govern
ments of Nazarene institutions in
the United States and Canada.
The steering committee is comprised of (from left) Vice Co-Chair Josh Dampf, Sec
The most recent ONU student
retary Jalaine Weller, Chair Evan Karg, Treasurer Preston O’Malley and Education
to serve as chair was Andrew
Commissioner LeBron Fairbanks.
Twibell in 2005-2006.
Eleven schools are .part of elected to this position- of leader body president and vice president connected,” Karg said. .
NSLA, including Olivet, Trevec ship,” said Olivet’s Vice President for student development from
He is most looking forward to
ca, Eastern Nazarene College, for Student Development Woody each school, Webb said. The first serving as a representative voice
Point Lòma Nazarene University, Webb. “In essence, he was rec meeting is held in January and the for the schools’ viewpoints and
MidAmerica Nazarene Universi ognized by his peers as a leader second takes place at the April desires. He has four main goals
ty, Southern Nazarene University, among leaders.”
conference with the full delega he wants to tackle during his term,
Northwest Nazarene University,
NSLA is comprised of 80 elect tion of student leaders. .
which will end June of 2011.
Mount Vernon Nazarene Uni ed student delegates and the vice
“My position as chair will pro
The first goal is to take the
versity, Nazarene Bible College, president for student development vide leadership, inspiration and Finkbeiner Fast, which is held ev
•Nazarene Theological Seminary,- from each school, Webb said.
vision to those student body lead ery February, to the next level by
and Ambrose University College
Karg will lead the NSLA steer ers, while also keeping lines of bringing awareness to the student
in Calgary, Alberta.
ing committee, which meets twice communication open through all body, implementing a stronger
I “It’s an honor for Evan to be a year and consists of the student the schools, allowing them to stay element of prayer and by holding
S
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About Us and
Letter Submission
ABOUT GUMMERGLASS
The GlimmerGiass is the official news
paper of the Associated Students
o f Olivet Nazarene University and a
member of the Illinois College Press
Association. The opinions expressed
in the GlimmerGiass are those of each
: writer and are not necessarily held by;
the Associated Student Council, facili
ty, administration or students of Olivet
Nazarene University.

LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGiass encourages read
ers to respond through letters to the
editor. For publication, letters mustbe signed and sent to GlimmerGiass,
Box 6024. Thç editor reserves the right
to edit letters for content, style and
length. Publication is not guaranteed.
Further inquiries may be addressed by
calling the GlimmerGiass office at cam
pus extension 5315.

events such as a benefit concert.
“I want Nazarene student lead
ers in North America to be more
aware' of social issues such as
’ sex trafficking so we can cònibat
the injustices people in the world
face,” Karg said.
His second goal is to encourage
NSLA members to take initiative
in being more responsible with
resources by becoming more ecofriendly. Karg said he does not use
trays in the cafeteria to promote :
water conservation and is encour
aging ASC members and resident
assistants to do the same.
Karg’s third and fourth leader
ship goals are to place a greater
emphasis on prayer life and to
mentor and disciple Upcoming
leaders.
“I am honored and humbled to
be voted into this position of lead
ership by my fellow student lead
ers,” Karg said. “I do not take this
vote of confidence lightly, and I
. am committed to-serve the NSLA
•to the best of my ability with a
strong group of leaders surround. ing me and with strength only
found in God.”
' i
. .

Olivet moving away from Novell WebAccess on June 1
►KIM KRAT5
& JESS IC A COHEA
kkratz@olivet.edu

The final switch from Npvell
WebAccess to Microsoft Outlook
Live will take place on June 1.
Olivet’s IT has started actively
promoting the new system and is
encouraging students to be famil
iar with the new e-mail account
before June 1. Posters have been
placed in the stairways of Ludwig
with information on how to ac
cess the new Live e-mail.
There are several factors con
tributing to the change of net
works. The new domain will
include more storage space and
students will be able to keep their
e-mail addresses and accounts

even after graduation.
Olivet’s growing population
^lso made the need apparent.
“The more tax that is put on the
servers because of heavy usage
will slow down the system and
make it less serviceable,” saidTechnical Support Manager Scott
Knudson.
IT had a group of 150 students
who have been testing the new
system since January.
“The students in the select
group were asked to do it just to
make sure that we could guaran
tee the whole student body would
find the change worthwhile,”
Knudson said.
The results have shown that
satisfaction levels will be high.
“It’s kind of . like a Facebook,

except from the school,” said
freshman Holly Nixon, student
worker at IT.
There are different features
Live offers that will be beneficial
for students.
Knudson said one of his favor
ite programs is the workstation,
a separate location for storing
class notes and chatting live with
peers. This feature can be used for
class projects, for example. The
workstation is accessible from
any computer in any building on
campus.
•
Correction:
In our previous issue we identi
fied Kyle Lowty as the new VP
for spiritual life. He is actually the
new VP for social life.
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Studentm honored for her service
KÜ

► MELODY KENNELL

mkennel@olivet.edu
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Olivet senior Kaitlin ’Barker
was honored at the Kankakee
County Volunteer Recognition
Program for her volunteer efforts
8 H BBI
' with Best Buddies.
Sài
The Volunteer Recognition Pro
gram started in 1-989 when the Ju
nior League of Kankakee County
wanted to commemorate its 20th
anniversaiy. Each year, outstand
ing volunteers are nominated by
4 &
j ^ S à
local organizations.
■■ ' pH*
•On April 16, the volunteers
^
w
l I .....
nominated were honored at the
•21st annual recognition luncheon
at the Kankakee Country Club.
Barker, who was nominated by
the
Shapiro Center, has been in
liiii
i j l l l l lM
volved with Best Buddies since
agH H
her sophomore year and this year
she is the-director. Best Buddies
is an international nonprofit orga
nization that pairs students with a
MM
■
perspn with a developmental dis
jÄ « ';
ability.
Barker has organized many
activities for the group, such as
Senior Kaitlin Barker with her buddy Robert. She was bowling or a trip to the zoo. They
honored at a Volunteer Recognition Program for her also have a Buddy Ball, where
work with Best Buddies.
they get dressed up and have

I m

m

gpyJSM

i ... \i
1

a fancy dinner in the. Warming which made them feel a little
House. This year they had a car more included and involved,” she
wash that raised over $500 for . said.
For Barker, volunteering is not
a formal Christmas banquet for
just about teaching someone else,
Best Buddies.
When Barker heard that her but also about what you can learn
host site coordinator had nomi from other people. She tries to
nated her for this honor, she did hang out with her buddy, Robert,
not even know what it meant, but three or four times a month.
when he called to fell her she was
“His outlook on life is so opti
selected, she got really excited.
mistic, and I get so much energy
“I was so happy after that call. just from being with him,” Barker
... It was a great honor to even be said. “He lights up my life.”
considered!” she said.
Barker has learned a lot from
During her first year, only six her volunteering experience. Be
students participated in Best Bud ing a friend to someone who does
dies, but this year, the program not get to see his family much or
has almost 65 students involved. even interact with people very of
Barker said they reached such ten is a small way for her to share
high enrollment through a lot of the love of Christ.
prayer and campaigning really
“You don’t have to make a huge
hard through posters, announce contribution to «make a difference
ments and a Facebook page.
in the world, but if you do the lit
Along with planning fun events tle things with lots of love, that’s
to get people interested, Barker all that matters,” she said.
said that they set up a council that
Jennifer McClellan, Olivet’s
includes an activities coordinator, director of Missions in Action
marketing coordinator, treasurer and volunteer opportunities, was
. and . membership coordinator, also recognized, at the luncheon.
along with their assistants this She was nominated by Wildwood
year.
Church of the Nazarene for her
“I think this really gave the' work with a scouting program for
members a chance to have a say inner-city kids.
in what we did within the group,

Ever thought about
joining our staff?
This is your chance!
Open positions for the 2010-2011 ~
. ] GlimmerGlass staff include:
Business Manager, Web sife Manager
Copy Editor, Staff Writers,
Graphics Editor
For more information please e-mail Jessica Cohea at
jcohea@olivet.edu or call 815-600-3861 by Friday,
M ay7.
v
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The final Voting Council meeting of the year was held on Tuesday, April 20. Both
incoming* and outgoing ASC members were in attendance, p h o t o by m e l o d y k e n n e l l

Class Councils selected
for 2010-2011 school year

10% o ff i f you show your student I<D
2 6 0 Kl. KingieAV©:
SraÆZey, IL 6 0 9 1 5
8 1 5 .9 2 8 .9 7 4 0

class office,-with 12 people run
ning for five positions. The three
mkennel@ olivet.edu
candidates running for freshman
class president were almost tied,
At the beginning of last week so there was a three-way runoff to
thè stairways in Ludwig were determine the winner.
According to Evan Karg, stu
plastered with campaign post
ers from candidates urging their dent body president, those who
classmates to vote for them in were not elected to a class council
class elections. Class council elec position are strongly encouraged
tions were on Wednesday, April to serve on the councils for Wom
14, and results were e-mailed to en’s Residential Life or Men’s
Residential Life next year.
students on Friday, April 16.
“They’ll still get-to be able to
Last year there were 12 class
council positions and thé classes serve in that capacity, which I’m
were not able to fill all of the posi-, really happy for,” Karg said.
The empty senior- class posi
tions. This year the class councils
have been restructured to -only tions will be filled by the end of
include seven positions per class, this year when the senior class
and only the senior class was un president, Shannon Battershell,
and the student body president,
able to fill every position.
The class of 2013 was the most Karg, appoint people to the. posi
enthusiastic about running for tions.
► MELODY KENNELL

2010-2011 Class Councils:

2011
President: Shannon Battershell
Chaplain: Wes Siscoe
Representative: Adam Schick
C lass of 2012
President: Mitch Johnson
Chaplain: Brandon Metzger
Representatives:
Karyn Nichols
Angela Rivas
Sarah Sinn
Bryan Stevens
Kristin Thompson
C lass of 2013
President: Jameson Forshee
Chaplain: Chad Evans
Representatives:
Clarissa Cox
Jeremy Height
Hannah June
Erinn Proehl
Joseph Schindel
C lass

.
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immigrants,'’
to locate immigrants and
get them to become legal in
the country rather than be
illegal. I think this is a good
idea as long as it can be im
plemented. But let us think
a little logically.* Will this
really help the government
to locate all the people that
are in -this country legally
'■ m Sêm m Ê M m eÆ
or illegally?
■■:. y
,
;'"'•
Hiring 20,000 new en
forcement officials for bor
resident
Barack der security, will not solve
Obama’s
2010 the problem of having -il
Immigration Re legal immigrants in this
form Agenda, out country. Where will these
lined by Departmentmehofbe posted to stop im
Homeland Security Secre migrants from coming in?
tary Janet Napolitano on I am sure there is another
Nov. 14, 2009, states that way of stopping the flow of
“another problem that has (illegal) immigrants from
been punted from year to coming in, in a much more
year, from Congress to efficient and economic
Congress, from Adminis way.
Taking finger prints at
tration to Administration, is
the clear need for immigra •the border is a good idea;
but then again, how many
tion reform.”
We all know the story: illegal immigrants come in
A steady influx of undocu the right way, and if they
mented workers, crossing t are illegal,#why would they
our borders, illegally in want to give their finger
search of work and a bet prints to the border security
ter life. We live in a market officials?
I think the reform would
among employers willing
to flout the law in order to be wonderful if it would be
hire cheap labor. And as implemented the right why
a result, some 12 million for the right purpose. What
people, here illegally, live scares rpe is that this reform
in the shadows - a source will end up harassing the
legal immigrants more than
of pain and conflict.
This is wrong. It’s an af the illegal immigrants.
. I think it is unfair that
front to every law-abiding
citizen- apd every employer in order to find these illegal
immigrants they must raise
who plays by the rules.
" My problem with the fees by triple' for the visas
agenda of immigration of the immigration pro
.reform is that the first as cess for the people who are
sumption that is made and coming here legally.
I agree that illegal immi
stated in the agenda is that
all the people who are im gration could cause prob
migrants are illegal. I think lems in any country, but
this is not a good way to saying all immigrants cause
even start a reform and ap^ pain and conflict in this
proach it with a negative country is not an accurate
connotation in mind. It is statement. If anything the
not that all the immigrants legal immigrants should be
who come in are illegal and given more rights and fa
not that there needs to be a cilities, which would make
the^illegal immigrants want
reform to contain them.
I did like the idea about those same rights, and out
having a background check of their own self interest,
made mandatory for all em they would enter the coun
ployers for their employees. try or apply for legal immi
This way it would be easier gration.

The new issue on everyone’s
agenda: Immigration. It is
estimated that 12 million
immigrants currently live in
the U. S. illegally. Our nation is
on the brink of reform, yet not
many citizens know the effects
of change. The GlimmerGlass
staff decided to open this
dubious issue for debate.

' v '^ î '^ r: ;;-V :-'-
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|he promise of change corded by the BLS, in 2009, 26.7 percent of the 25 yearthat America was so old foreign-bom labor forces had not completed high
eager to embrace school. This number may seem rather small, but in com
during President Ba parison to'the 5.7 percent of native-born labor force, it’s
rack Obama’s candidacy is in worth mentioning. These numbers are of recorded legal
n il action. Now that Obama immigrants who are required to attend educational institu
bas tackled health care, he’s tions. Let’s broaden the scope to include the 12 million
ah to a new project: immigra- or so illegal immigrants estimated by the Federation for
Liberals and conserva- American Immigration Reform. This number has steadily
y . ^ .,
. - - . ^ j ^ J l i v e s alike are anxious about increased since the reform at the end of 2004. The illegal
immigration reform and are immigrant workers most certainly have not achieved the
HMHBRjffiSMRRRMHconcerned with the too-soon minimal schooling required by our institutions for success.
■ f H ü ü ^ d r a d ic a l changes taken on by This is the reason why the “dirty work” is often given to
the under-paid immigrant labor force.
the government ,
Those immigrants who went on to earning their bach
Beefing up immigration could be detrimental to the
health of the nation, including the already fattened unem elor’s or higher earned nearly equal (99.2 percent) to their
ployment rate. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics report native-born counterparts of equal education as recorded by
ed this month that the unemployment rate is hovering at the BLS. The 0.8 percent difference is far less than the dif
ference between the earnings of male and female equdls,
9.7 percent. That’s a steady 30 million without jobs!
but that’s another
Bush’s Amnesty Plan,
topic.
which reformed immigra
That being said,
IgLeefmg up immigration could
tion since 2004, already I
there is a need for im-.
set back the economy with
migrants in our econ
Le detrimental to tlie liealtli of
the influx of illegal immi
omy, but an uneven
grants allowed to live on
the nation, including tlie already, balance will decimate
our soil. The unemploy
our already fragile
ment rate before this pro
state. According to
fattened
unemployment
rate,
jjr
posed plan for change in
George Will of The
2004 was a much health
ier 5.4 percent. Since the reform, our economy has suf Washington Post, there were 42 workers for every retiree
fered and the rate inflated to nearly double. Undocumented in 1940. Today there are 3.1, and within the next 20 years,
.workers are granted amnesty after their first offense and there will be 2.2. The annual immigration expectancy will
so they are able to stay and work in the U.S. With more be 900,000, which will be more than double those covered
foreign-bom laborers working our factories and labor jobs, under the current proposed terms for Senate legislation.
native-born citizens are becoming ovër-qualified for the The decrease in citizen workers and the increase in immi
same work. Why would an employer want to pay more gration is not a coincidence.
We cannot afford another reform at die moment, and
for a worker when an immigrant could do the same job for
less? There may be an obvious answer, however; it is that until our unemployment rate is significantly lowered,
Very answer that threatens our economy. Too many immi Obama and his administration should be carefhl and wary
of change. Yes, Obama preached it, and we bought it, but
grants mean not enough jobs for the rest.
we
have to remember that it’s our economy and not a so
The main argument has been that the immigrant work
ers are doing work that we don’t want. It is not that we cial experiment.
Before supporting Obama’s plans for change; gather the
don’t want them to do that work, blit rather, there is no
other work available to them. You see, the gap between facts and decide for yourself if change is exactly what we
•*
immigrant and native-born workers is éducation. As re need.
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II sophomores
run marathon
0

►JESSIC A COHEA

jcohea@olivet.edu
Sophomore Shane Emails
iviil be running his first, mara
thon on May 1 with two other
Olivet students, sophomores
Jana Pierce and fmily Gorihan.
’ .The three friends will be run
ning in the Christie Clinic Illi
nois Marathon in ChafnpaignUrbana. This is the second
annual marathon that will start
at Assembly Hall at the Univer
sity of Illinois and will end on
the 50-yard line of the univer
sity’s football field in Memorial .
Stadium, according to the offi1
eial Web site of the marathon,
http://illinoismarathon.com/.
In 2009, about 9,000 people
raced. The Web site shows that
over 13,000 people are already
registered for 2010.
Deciding to Run

Emaus started running long
before the idea to race ever
crossed his mind. He actually
started to recover from an in
jury last spring. He had been
playing basketball and tore his
anterior cruciate ligament after
jumping to block a shot.
“My kneecap was in the back
o f my leg,” he said. “I couldn’t
do anything for the entire sec
ond semester. I was pretty sta
tionary, and running was how I
got back in shape.”
From there, Emaus devel
oped a passidn for running and
eventually decided to run a
marathon with encouragement
from Piefce.
’ “When (Pierce) said (that I
should run a marathon), it really confirmed in me that I
wanted to do it,” he said. “I just
searched online for marathons

Sophomore Shane
Emaus takes an
afternoon run to ■
prepare for his first
marathon on May l*

in the area and I came across
the one in Champaign.”
.There are many reasons run
ners enjoy this sport, but Pierce
has a unique outlook on it.
••“It’s my way to worship
God. I think about how much
he loves me while I am run
ning, and quote Scripture in my
head and sometimes aloud,”/
she said. ‘*1 love thé fact that
running is like life - each step
you take, makes you stronger,
and you have to keep running
to achieve your goals. You can
go a lot further than your mind
thinks you can.” ’

(above) Students take an
afternoon nap to catch
up on sleep, as it is virtu
ally impossible to sleep at
night because of the cold|||
(left) Senior Jyssica Schütz
and (right) sophomore
Caitlyn Crum hang out in
the homeless community
outside of Ludwig.

Training to Run

Since this will be Emaus’
•first marathon, he was unsure
of how to go about training
his body for such a physically
demanding event. The Internet,
proved to be a useful resource
again when he found a training
schedule he felt comfortable
with.
He used a 16-week schedule
that slowly built up the mile
age each week. Just two weeks
before the marathon Emaus’
longest run was 20 miles, just
Six miles short o f a marathon.
Emaus runs five days per
week with four “short runs”
and one “long run.” Starting
with his long run of 20 miles
on Friday, April 16, he sched
uled a 5-mile run on Saturday,
a break on Sunday, six miles on
Monday, eight miles on Tues
day, another six on Wednesday,
and finally another break on
Thursday.
After his 20-mile run, he said
he collapsed on his bed and
1 could barely find thé energy to
answer the phone when friends,
started calling.
■i like challenging myself,”
he said.
He feels confident after the
20 miles that he cannot'only
do it again, but that he can add
in the extra six miles with no
problems. •
,
.
Most of the. time, Emaus
trained alone, but there were
times when Pierce and Gor
man ran with him. He said that
they were a little ahead of him
in training, though, because he
had to “deal with” minor inju
ries along the way, as he still
suffered with his ACL every
,once in a while .when running
on. a treadmill would hurt his
knees.
With only one week left
before the big race, Emaus
is planning to tone down his'
workout a lot.
“The most I will probably
run is 14 or 15 miles,” he said.
“You have to give your body
time to recover after a 20-mile'
Emaus did not enter this
marathon for the potential priz
es at the end or because he felt
pressured by friends. He did it
for himself and the sense of ac
complishment that will come,
with crossing the finish line.
He cannot wait to say, “I just
finished a marathon.”

PHOTOS BY KELLY HOLCOMB

Living in their shoes
Students learn what it’s like to have
nothing by being homeless for a week
They could then eat the food they
, could scrounge off the conveyor
cschutt@olivet.edu
belt. where students put their
trays. Some homeless students
unior Amanda VanderPool even snatched uneaten ’food off
did not have a home this other students’ trays as they were
week. She was participating bringing them. to the conveyor
in Homeless Week, an annual belt. VanderPool noted that if she
event put on by Olivet’s Save stuck to french fries or food that
Our Streets ministry. About 35 looked visibly uneaten, it wasn’t
students slept outside and had. to that bad.
scrounge around for food from
They could also eat the food
Sunday, April 19, to Thursday, that other students brought them
April 22.
from the Red Room. They ate the
VanderPool said she chose to perishable foods right away and
participate because she was in saved the rest to bring to Gift of
Skid Row in downtown Los Án God Street Church. The students
geles for a Missions-In-Action also collected pocket change to.
trip this past spring break, which ■bring to Gift of God. •
she said really opened her eyes.
.Every night the group met
“I wanted to get the experience around a bonfire for devotions
(of being homeless) and learn arid a time of worship.
how to be content,” she said.
A group of students participat
Freshman Lucas Fain’s past ing in Homeless Week agreed that
experiences helping in homeless the experience opened their eyes
shelters with his youth group to just how much time they waste
inspired him to participate in on Facebook, watching TV, of
Homeless Week.
playing Xbox.
But as Fain said, “It’s not ex
Mike Yankoski, author of “Un
actly a camping tripfSgp
der the Overpass,” spoke about
Students participating in the his experience-living as a home
event slept outside in the dugouts less person in chapel on Wednes
of the' baseball field or underneath day and Thursday. He and a
the bleachers. The group remem friend chose to be homeless for
bered three separate groups of, five months in six American cit
pranksters who threw water bal ies during their college years.
loons at them one night, which
Yankoski told a story of when
made their sleeping arrangements they spent four hours playing
even colder and more miserable.
their guitars outside a high-end
Students could take showers • restaurant in Georgetown and
in the locker rooms of Birchard got a whopping $ 1.18.' At the end
Gymnasium, but most chose not of the night, a .little boy doubled
to. They also carried signs that their dough with a contribution of
said things like “Help feed a hun $1.25 and a reassuring comment,
gry musician” and inspirational “Don’t worry bro, I got you cov
quotes to “enhance the homeless ered.”
experience,” said SOS leader
Accordingto Yankoski, 700,000
Jorden Satterwhite.
men and women are sleeping on
Students who were homeless the streets in America today. He.
also could not eat in the cafeteria encouraged the students of ONU
in Ludwig like they normally do.. to “put faith into action” and care
VanderPool said they wore wrist about their neighbors in need' in
bands to sfiow- that they were stead of just walking by them like
participating in Homeless Week. they don’t exist.
►CATHY SCHUTT

J

OVERHEARD
FROM THE
HOMELESS:
What will you take,
away from Homeless
Week?
- .
“Learning to be more
appreciative of every
thing.”
-Ju n io r Amanda
VanderPool .
“Time management.”
- Freshman Lucas Fain
“Salmonella.”
- Sophomore Josh
Dampf '
“I learned you can find,
shoes in the garbage.”
- Sophomore Jorden
Satterwhite

Students eárry signs with
inspirational
messages during
Homeless Week*

(Right) Unger in
Honduras during a
spring break mis
sion trip this year.

Kristin M urray
plans to
intern at the
International House of Prayer
►MEAGAN RAMSAY
mramsayl@olivet.edu

Mpst college seniors spend the
year after graduation focused on

no anymore,” Murray said.
She got involved with IHOP

their new lives in the “real" world

after hearing about it from her
friend and mentor at her home

and worried about paychecks
and electric bills, but social work

church in Forsyth, III. She has

major Kristin Murray has an en

alread y

tirely different plan.
She will spend the first, six

to spend a week in the prayer
room and to attend worship

months

conferences.

after

graduating

fully

visited several times

“This is probably a funny way

Him in an intimate pursuit of her

to describe it, but I feel like
I was a pilgrim who found my
people. It just fits and it’s who I
am, which is probably why G o d

called the Onething Internship at

called me to it,” Murray said.

the International House of Prayer

She believes her experience
at IHOP will be a time when the

in Kansas City, Mo. As an intern,
she will spend six to eight hours a
d ay in the Prayer Room, fasting
and praying to G o d for revival in
the nation and a greater revela- ,

Lord takes .advantage of her
complete focus on Him and He
will draw her closer.
“I think it will be a compass

tion of who He is. In addition to
prayer, there will be worship ser-,
vices throughout each week and

for me, and once the internship
is over, I think the Lord will pro

outreach projects she will also be

that will tie in my désirés for

involved in.
IHOP is a ministry that has been

ministry with my love of social

committed to 24 hours of night-

work," Murray said.
Her future beyond

Olivet

and-day prayer since Sept. 19,

and IHOP may be unclear, but

1999, according to Murray. The

_ US"\_xLi__II___ W W ___I I__

the one thing she hopes for is
a greater revelation of Jesus.

Psalm 27:4, which says, “The one

Murray does know she wants to

thing I desire, the one thing I seek

get a Master’s of Social Work

js to dwell in the house of the Lord
all the days of my life.”
Murray says the Lord has been

vide the next step for my life

once she has a clearer picture
of what her career in social
work will entail.
“All I know is that I want to

two years, but her mother wanted
her to finish school first. “I am b a 

spend my life loving those who
are rejected and convincing
people of their worth and that
they matter to G o d ,” she said.
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About this time every year, seniors take their walk into the
journey of life after graduating from college. By moving to
Spain, 22-year-old senior Mandy Unger has plans to em
bark on a journey far different from anyone else’s.
traveling overseas. Studying at the University of G ran a d a ,
she discussed her main goal while she will be there.
■“My goal is to obtain a PR (public relations) position for
human resources," Unger said. “I also plan on doing some
help with networking.”
Unger says she partly decided to go there because of
her Spanish major. However, she had more than just her ma
jor to persuade her into going overseas after graduation.
“After freshman year, I traveled to Costa Rica for three
months," Unger said. “Since then, I felt the need to-work
and travel with different cultures.”

«

Her calling is clear. G o d has givern her the gift to work
with different people. She said that she doesn’t know what
G o d may have there for her, but for now, she’s taking a
leap of faith and placing everything in God's hands. .
Mandy also mentioned her ultimate life goals, saying she
wants to work for a company that would allow her to travel,
have fun and continue to work with people of the United

calling her to do the internship for

sically at a point where I can’t say

►JTYREZE TAYLOR

Unger has decided the best step toward her career is

consecrated to Jesus, focusing on
Father’s heart.
Murray will participate in a
six-month discipleship program

Mandy Unger takes a wonderful
journey after graduation

States while she is overseas.
W hile the big move after graduation sounds exciting, she
feels sad. She said she will miss her friends and her
family.- her father Rick Unger, stepmother Lee-Ann Unger
and her siblings Caitlin, Colin, Annie, Olivia, Rose and her
Heidi, who is a freshman at Olivet.
Even though this is a big step for any college graduate,
she has positive friends that stand behind her decision.
Kelsey Dopson, Jerremy Howell and Brittnee
happy about their friend’s decision,

P P I A>e

want to teach
“I think it’s a good decision becausep I v
abroad,” Gilleylen, a junior, said, “f thinkk it’s important for
people to study and work with different cultu
cultures.”
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Art major Daniel O liver to fulfill
Q & A with senior

his dream of being a

Stephanie Smith
I KELLY HOLCOMB
k h o ico m l@ o liv e t.e d u

What are you up to now?
::'^ä I :
æjBBK ; ’

►RACHEL KEARNEY

V ' . . K"' .:

I am finishing up my last few weeks of study abroad
through the NILI (N azarene international Language
Institute) program in Quito, Ecuador. W e’re finishing
up our final projects before heading out to the G a la 
pagos Islands and then coming home. NILI is the per
fect combination of learning the, language, getting
to know the people of Ecuador and the surrounding
countries, of having ministry opportunities and travel
ing around the diverse naturaleza of Ecuador.
I cherish the relationships I have developed with fel
low U.S. students and with the Latin American students
preparing to be ministers in the Church of the N a za 
rene.

What are your future goals?

rkearhey@olivet.edu
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Olivet senior Daniel Oliver always knew that he wanted fo be a
Marine.
"Both my parents are in the Marines,” Oliver said. “I heard all of
the Marine stories that all Marines hear when I was really little.”
Upon graduation, Oliver will pursue his life’s dream of joining the

ito the
ring to
0 em-

Marines. The Redford, Mich., native will be commissioned as second
lieutenant on July 4 and will then complete a six-month program in
Quantico, Va.
“You basically learn everything you don’t know,” Oliver said of

eer is

inada,

the six-month program. “So like a chef will be able to put down his
cooking utensils and go take charge of a platoon."

on for

Though Oliver, an art major, won’t find out what his M O S (military
occupational specialty), or job, is until he graduates from the six-

In a few months I will move to Notre Dame to begin
my studies in the Master of Theological Studies pro
gram, with a concentration in biblical studies. In five
years I could see myself in the middle of a doctoral
program in O ld Testament.

’ Where is God leading you?
I’ve had a calling on my life to ministry since I was 1 2.
Since then G o d has changed and clarified that call
and I expect He will continue to do so in the future. In
the last few years I have felt pulled to continue in the
academ ic side of ministry, and right now I am prepar^
ing to be a professor of O ld Testament, preparing
students for ministry. But I will continue to seek after
the voice and calling of G o d as He opens doors and
le'ads me in paths I cannot currently imagine. I am not
called to a career, but to minister to the people of
God.

1 some

month program, he said his ideal job would be to be an M O S 4 6 0 6
Combat Artist,

use of

sf mantion.

“I’d like to do something wjth my major. It’s always been kind of a ,
joke to go into the military with an art degree, but that would be my
absolute.dream job.”

As a senior getting ready to graduate, is there any
thing you wish you khew?

three

Oliver said that a combat artist gets attached tp a specific unit

i«work

and travels with them to draw anything that could be historical. He
said, for example, that there were combat artists down with units in

» work
i what

Haiti that drew what they saw. However, he admitted that it would’
probably be a long shot that he would get that specific job as the

cing a

Marines only employ about half a dozen combat artists.

rig she

Unlike most Olivet students who go into the military upon gradua
tion^ Oliver did his training through Platoon Leaders Course instead

I- think it would be more comforting to know what
was in store in my future, to be certain of the ex
act career(s) for which I am preparing, where I will
live, how my relationship's will look, but what it comes
down to is that I trust G od completely, with all of it||
Concerns and worries still creep in, but it has am azed
me how simple the decision is to place all of it in His
hands and leave it there.

travel,

jnîted

of RpTC. He took two six-week courses during the summers before
his juhior and senior years that he described as boot camps for p la

ig, she

toon leaders. PLC was just the first step in living his dream
“I remember when I got the call (that I had been

id her
Unger

PLC),” Oliver said. “I actually started yelling in the
I was so excited.”

id her

Oliver is committed to serving with the Marines for
said that he will probably leave after, that, but he
what he wants to do then.

duate,
cisión,

sn are

teach
int for

TIG b d has given me curiosity to go learn about
in the Marines is one w ay to do that, f would rea
Pnd teach what I’ve learned someday, after I’m
rines.”

world. Being
to just share
with the Ma-

What are you taking away from Olivet? How will
you use this in the future?
O ne of the biggest lessons I have learned while at
is that the great thinking done in the classroom
be left there. That sounds simple enough, but
we spend a lot of time in the classroom not
about the real world and a lot of time in the
real world not reflecting on what we have done in the
classroom. In whatever capacity 1 end up teaching, in
the classroom or in the church, I will alw ays place an
emphasis on integrating scholarship with ministry and
our personal walk with Christ.

Serving safari: research for Africa
►DANA PETERSON

Burkina Faso will include dis
“They have so few resources,
tributing books to children in so We are researching their topics
the orphanages. Afterward, they for them,” Belcher-Rankin said.
plan to go to Ghana for five days.
For Belcher-Rankin, this will be
n May of 20.10, the English Junior Kayla'Koury, one of the a returning trip to Burkina Faso.
department will be sending trip participants, mentioned that During the 2005-2006 school
three professors and-eight the group “will also probably be .year, she taught English courses
students to Africa for a 25- hosting cultural nights and ‘show$ "to the students at U. Ouagadou
day mission trip. Their destina
them American culture through gou, and she said she has always
tion: Burkina Faso.
holidaysand movies.”
wanted to take students back with
Burkina Faso is located in West
Originally, the trip started off as her. 'She said she is eager to go
ern Africa sandwiched between a grant project for ESL; however, back arid see Africa and friends
the Ivory Coast, Mali, Niger and the group was not able to earn she met in her first trip.
Ghana. It also has one of the low the proper funds through grants.
Lankford said she looks for
est literacy rates in the world and The students
ward to getting
is one of the poorest countries in • raised their "I k n o w th a t G o d h a s to know her team
Africa, according to English pro own
ex
members
and
fessor Rebecca Belcher-Rankin’. penses, and ch o se n e a ch o f th e
also receiving a
Because Burkina Faso was once thanks to an m e m b e rs
s p e c ific a lly
chance to gerve in
a colony of France, its common anonymous
to g o , a n d I k n o w H e is •Africa.
language is French. Sophomore * d o n a t i o n ,
“I have felt
Rebecca Lankford, one of the visas
and g o in g to d o a w e so m e
called to mis
students who will be traveling airfare for th in g s th ro u g h us."
sions, specifically
to Burkina Faso, mentioned that the students
in Africa, since
- K ayla K o u ry, ju n io r
Kashama Mulamba, an English were covmy junior year of
department professor who is flu 'ered.
high school. ... I
ent in French, will be giving
The work in Burkina Faso has felt right away that I needed to go
the students a “crash course” in already begun even though the on this trip,” she said.
French before they leave.
group has yet to go there. The
Koury is also excited about
For a majority of their time in students at U. Ouagadougou sent serving in Burkina Faso.
Africa, the group will be working their chosen topics to the ONU L^fWe have an awesome oppor
with the seniors in the Univer English department. In several tunity to go and help people do
sity of Ouagadougou in Burkina sessions, Olivet students have something that they do not have
Faso. Their main objective is to come together to do research for the-technology to do themselves,”
assist the students with their se the university students’ senior she said. “If is a cool opportunity
nior thesis essays. They also will theses. When group members go to be able to share what we study
be working with high school and to Africa;.they will aid the stu and know and be able to translate
adult ESL (English as a Second dents in finishing the final part of that and teach others the same
Language) classes at night.
their four years of college-level thing.”
Another part of their trip in ' education.
Belcher-Rankin hopes to offer
dpetersl@ olivet.edu

I

Burkina Faso is located between the Ivory Coast, Mali,
Niger and Ghana.
- g r a p h ic by k a t h e r in e u f k in
this program every other year to
students, if funding can be found
for the students. If you want "to
learn more about the program, the
group has a Facebook pag£ called
“In which... Tim goes to Africa!” •
which was created by senior Tim '
Stephansen, one of the English
majors going to Burkina Faso.
“I know that God has chosen
each of the members specifically
to go, and I know He is going to
do awesome thing? through us,”
Kouiysaid.'
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11 countries from India to East
ern Europe. | | months. $15,000.
This is what is awaiting senior
- Samantha Allen after she gradu
ates: The World Race —a journey
of a lifetime, that, Allen believes,
could lead her into a life of full
time ministry.
According to The World Race’s
official. Web' site, “The World
Race is an 11-month Christian
mission trip to 11 different coun
tries around the world, and it’s
not your typical mission experi
ence. It’s a way for young adults
to abandon a traditional lifestyle
in exchange for a dramatic para
digm shift.”
The work required of them is
as yet- unknown. It could vary
from planning Vacation Bible
Schools to teaching sports to do
ing construction on'a new church
or home.
Allen recalls the story of how
her role in The World Race came
to be.
“I remember (Feb. 19) being in

my adviser’s office crying because
I didn’t Wow what I was doing
after graduation. I left work and
had a missed call from my Missioh Coach Heather that I spoke
to at the Mission Fair fall 2008.
She spoke to me about the World
Race and thought this would be a
good option for me,” she said.
Allen was accepted early last
, month after filling out an applica
tion and being interviewed. •
“There was an intense applica
tion process,” she said. “We had
•to share parts of our testimony,
take personality tests and other
assessments. They were looking
for people who are seeking the
Lord and are able to deal with and
handle stress.”
The cost of the trip is $15,000,
which goes toward things like ‘
food, lodging, travel expenses
and training costs, according to
The World Race Web site. The
money is raised through dona
tions and sponsorships.
So far Allen has raised a little
under $l,40(f. She said she hopes
to raise funds by sending out
I sponsorship letters, doing fund
raisers like bake sales and car
washes, and speaking at church
es. She needs to raise $8,500 be
fore she leaves in September, and
the rest will come while she is on
the field.
“God’s going to provide as long
as I’m proactive,” Allen said.
Allen’s parents were skepti
cal at first because their daughter
was about to leave the country for
.almost an entire year. However,
once she received her acceptance
'letter, her parents felt better.
“My dad has always taught me
that while I’m young and able to .
do things, then I should. If I get an *
opportunity, run with it.”

Allen also has 10 days of wil
derness training in Georgia in
July, which consists of backpack
ing (as she will be backpacking a
lot during the trip), team building
and preparing the team for what
God is going to do in and through
them for the next year.
“I’m excited- for the adventure,
just the experience in general,”
she said. “(It is exciting)1to see
how God is working already in
this from the people who have
already sponsored me financially.
I don’t even know these people.
I’m excited for what the Lord is
going to do in and through me
within this -next year. It’s defi
nitely a life changing journey and
to see where that leads me in the
future.
Allen and her team must docu
ment their experiences prior to
leaving for the World Race and
during the journey. Anyone can
donate on a monthly basis b y
logging onto her bldg at http://
samanthaallen.theworldrace.org/
and clicking on the “Support Me”
tab.

COUNTRIES
TENTATIVEEY
PART OF THE
WORED RACE:
INDIA
NEPAL
THAILAND
CAMBODIA
KENYA
UGANDA
ROMANIA
UKRAINE

Kick-***”ls;.directed by Matthew Vaughn and stars Aaron Johnson. According to IMDB.com, “Kick-***” is about Dave Lizewski, an unnoticed
high school student and comic book fan who decides to become a superhero, though he lacks powers, training or any real reason to do so.
PHOTO COURTESY h t t p ://THE-VOID.CO.UK

Perfection evident in superhero film
people to e-mail him their prob extremely funny. Nothing in this *McLovin himself, plays the mob
lems. Of course, when there are film is, nor is it meant to be taken boss’ son who also takes up a cos-,
dschinde@olivet.edu
no super powers, it’s consider- ■ as, anywhere near realistic. This tume, and he’s as reliably funny
ably harder to stop muggers and is distilled in the character of Hit as ever. But Moretz as Hit Girl
hat do you say after rescue cats than the comics make Girl (Chloe Grace Moretz), who and Nicolas Cage as her father/^
you see the best film of it look.
has already gained notoriety from trainef/corrupter Big Daddy truly
the year so far? That’s'
Every single element of this just the publicity for the movie. I steal the show. Moretz is some
not an exaggeration. Okay, the film is pitch-perfect and works in will concede that this movie may sort of amazing antichrist Abigail
first few months of any given concert beautifully. The action se not be for everyone. If an 11-year- Breslin, a sweet little sociopath
year never offer much in the way quences are terrific; director Mat old girl raining down swears and who gets all the best lines and the'
of quality films,, but that doesn’t thew Vaughn knows how to stage bloody murder on thugs offends best action scenes. Cage, mean
mean you should discount this and film a scene so that you both you by its very concept, then stay while, is like a bloodthirsty Adam
movie’s quality at all. I’m fairly know what’s, going on and get away. West Batmari, and if that isn’t just
confident that “Kick-***” will be the full effect of .what’s happen
Special props must be given to toast, I don’t know what is.
showing up on my top ten of 2010 ing. Not only that, but the vari- • the actors. As the title character^
Despite its irreverent attitude
after all’s said and done.
ous fights are all unique, each one Johnson is wonderful, perfectly and parodiable tone, what sur
You already know the plot from featuring distinct location, pacing portraying Dave as an extremely
prised me the most about “Kickthe commercials. Dave Lizewski and-events. Additionally, the film awkward but good-hearted guy.
**i” is that, at its heart, it’s actu
(Aaron Johnson) is a perfectly ■ builds as it progresses. Whereas Plus, he’s British, and I had no
ally a straight-up superhero story.
average teenager who one day so many action films use up all of idea of that fact until I looked it The marketing would have you
wakes up and decides to become their originality and energy early up afterwards. Speaking of Brits
believe that it’s a deconstruction
a superhero. A lack of powers on, “Kick-***” only grows more playing Americans, Mark Strong
of the idea of a superhero, expos
doesn’t stop him from buying audacious as it approaches the cli is also great as the villain of the
ing how ridiculous if would be for
a wetsuit online, patrolling the max.
film, a mob boss who- convinc someone to dress in costume and
streets with a nightstick, and set
Arid it is an extremely auda ingly shifts from funny to menac fight crime. But Dave’s character
ting up a MySpace account under cious film. It’s foul-mouthed and ing, sometimes within the same
arc is all about his rising to the
the identity of “Kick-***,” urging incredibly bloody, and it’s also scene. Christopher Mintz-Plasse,
mantle of a true hero. If this were
►DANIEL SCHINDEL

W

a deconstruction, all of the cosfumed vigilantes would be killed
off anticlimactically and/or suf
fer horrible emotional scarring.
But the important thing is that
this is a fantasy, and should be
approached as such, even if there
are no superpowers. Adjusting
those expectations accordingly is
crucial to truly appreciating this
film. And if you can do it, you’ll
have just as much fun as I did.
There’s so much more I want to
be able to say about “Kick-***.”'
For the first time writing these re
views, I really wish for a higher
word limit.
I give this film a 10 out of 10.
“Kick-***” is rated R for ex
tremely graphic violence, perva
sive and incredibly strong lan
guage, some drug content, and
some sexual content.
It is currently playing at the
Cinemark.

a melodrama
Experience late-night run-ins with Public Safety, meetings with
Student Developm ent, and all t ie other challenges that com e
with writing and publishing satire on a Christian campus.
A lso inside, you w ill find every story and supplem ental item
T h e Silverthom published since N ovem ber 2 0 0 8 . You w ill also
find selected notes, drafts and alternate stories, along with
e-m ails and other communications with school officials.

thesilveithomxom/book

Two friends, m usic and coffee
»KA TE FOX

God and came to Olivet instead.
Now she’s listening, just like Jo
nah in the Bible.*
nce known as Moon Mon
“A lot of people think it’s about
key, Higher Grounds cof
my brother that went here (to Ol
fee and cafe is a placé for
ivet) because his name is Jonah,
• local bands to showcase their mu
but it’s not,” Vaughn said.
sic.
. .
She writes all of her own songs
•Senior Michael Goad and
but also does a Taylor Swift and
freshman Kaleena Vaughn are in
a Michael Jackson cover and is
terns for music and promotions at
working on a John Mayer cover
Higher Grounds. They book the
right now.
bands, cover publicity, run sound
At first, Vaughn was just asked
and do setup for all the perfor
to do a summer show for the coffee
mances.
•
shop. Now, she is the house band
“He calls me his secretary,”
for Higher Grounds. She plays
Vaughn said. “I remind him of ev
when no other band is booked
erything.” .
for a Friday night. It equals out
When she first met Goad, she
to roughly twice a month that she
. didn’t like him at all. In order to
plays there.
help out and get things done she
The album' is coming along
had to go through him. She re
slower than she’d hoped because
members he didn’t respond to her
she can only work with Goad on
e-mails and phone calls and she
open dorm nights. It’s been an on
thought he was a jerk.
going process since the beginning
“Now we’re really close friends,
of the year for her.
though,” Vaughn said. “Working Mike Goad and Kaleena Vaughn share a moment together in between their busy
She’s also working on incor
schedule to stop and reminiscence about their experience in arranging the enter
together is great.”
porating a violin into her music
tainment
for
Higher
Grounds
this
year.
Vaughn is mainly in charge of
as well. Her friend, Stephen Le
PHOTO BY KATE FOX
publicity and setup while Goad •
hman, plays the instrument and
runs sound, but both of them col outside on the patio.
they’ve played together before.
then,” Goad said.
the Bourbonnais.”
laborate to book thé bands.
“What makes Higher Grounds
Moon
Monkey
Used
to
have
“The best bands to have are She hopes they’re able to contin
“It’s all about who you know different from other places 'is the
ue that partnership with her CD.
and how well you network,” Goad intimate setting,” Goad said. “The musical performances every the ones that like to have fun and
With Goad graduating and
Wednesday night but once So- don’t just come up and play,”
said.
Vaughn moving to Nashville,*
musicians and the audience prefer dexo took over, the band scene Goad said.
One thing they can both agree the atmosphere over most other
diminished.
Goad owns his own recording they’re riot sure who will take
on is that the crowd is always the places.” •
“This is the first year we’re go equipment and helps friends get over for them at Higher Grounds
best when an Olivet band or musi
next year.
Outside at night, lights are in ing back to the music. It’s a new. started and make CDs.
cian comes to play. These artists' the trees that are located on either
“I’m planning ' on working
“He’s doing my album right
bring in Olivet students and other side of the musician. People can experience for Higher Grounds,”
from
home over the summer but
he said.
now,” Vaughn said. “He’s actu
friends and the place gets packed. come, get off campus, grab some '
other than that, I just don’t know,’5#
The
last
musician
they
featured
ally
got
a
pretty
decent
setup.”
Higher Grounds is located in •coffee, relax and enjoy the mu
Goad said.
was Brett Stewart and his band.
Vaughn’s album is called
a two-story ' building. *The musi sic.
For now, Vaughn and Goad are
One of the’songs they played was “Book of Jonah.” She says it’s all
cians play upstairs, away from the
“Higher Grounds used to be a spoof off of the Miley Cyrus about her life, but especially the taking it one day at a time.
main crowd. When the weather is called Moon Monkey and it ran
song “Party in the USA.” Instead last three years. She was called to
nice, there’s even a place to play under different management
of that, Stewart called it “Party in go to Nashville but didn’t listen to
. kfoor@olivet.edu
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JHN1C0L.E BRENNAN
nbrennan@olivet.edu
'

‘MercyMe has been a staple
•to Christian music for over a
^ decade and a half. Since their
creation in 1994, they have
had 23 No. 1 hits on the Billboard charts. Their latest No. 1
- hit, “All of Creation,” is off of
; their newest album, “The Gen> erous Mr. Lovewell,” which
will release on May 4.
I'/ . «The
Generous'
Mr.
Lovewell” consists of 11
songs, only two of which are
¿•hits: “All of Creation” and
. the title track, “The Generous
Mr. Lovewell.” The other nine
songs seemed like typical re
cord album fluff. A few people
may like them, but they’re all
forgettable. One track, “Crazy
J Enough,” is so boring and slow
. it was painful to listen through.
, “Move” is a cheery tune filled
y with peppy percussion and lyrffes centered on dancing. It’s
phot a bad track, just fluff
Some songs have a great
message, like “Free” and
“Only You Remain” but they
yjust don’t have the same power
|a s the song “All of Creation,”
rwhicb is simply extraordinary,
ylt’s upbeat, profound and still

great) but to love them,
security and give hope.
The concept is
Who doesn’t need to be re
minded to share Christ’s, love
in even the simple ways?
Isn’t that why. mission trips,
Habitat for Humanity, and
campus ministries are so im
portant? In my opinion, we
already know to be kind,’ or
“love well,” as MercyMe calls
it. Mr. Lovewell is a fantas
MercyMe releases a new
tic
concept, and the song itself
CD on May 4.
’S H H H
will
be a success because o f
PHOTO COURTESY HTTP://W W W .
its message. This whole re
CMSPIN.COM
cord should have centered on
*a song that you can sing along to. that concept. True, they did
The others are just songs that you >create a series o f short videos
endure to get to the good ones.
on him, and you can even fol
The real star and focal point' low Mr. Lovewell on Twitter
of this album is Mr. Lovewell. and Facebpok. It seems likeJ
Bart Millard, the group’» singer, MercyMe is trying to gain the
says that “he’s like Buddy the E lf popularity from this charac-J
meets Forrest Gump. He sees the ter that they should have had ;
good in everyone and knows his from the album. I would have
neighbors enough to know their loved to have a concept al
ne£ds, Mr. Lovewell may not be bum from them instead of the
the next Billy Graham, but he’s hodgepodge offered,
changing the world each day in i;,, So here is thè main pointj^
every little word and deed.” .Mr. two out of 11 songs are worth
Lovewell performs random acts’ buying. All of the songs are 1
of kindness, sharing Christ’s love worth listening to, but .“Mt'Ji
with others. The concept o f “love Lovewell” a n d '“All o f ere-#
well” means not only providing ation” are worth listening to |
#
for people’s needs (though that is again.

Gospel Choir practices for their concert which will he
on April 24 at 7 p.m. in the Kresge Auditorium. Senior
and choir director Jasper Taylor says that this year the
choir is doing something new by developing a story line
and script intermixed With music, similar to a musical.
“Gospel Choir is neccessary because it provides an op
portunity for students to actively respond to God’s love
and faithfulness through praise and worship,” Taylor
said. “It is needed on this campus because it promotes
diversity and cultural awareness through the genre of
gospel music.”
PHOTO BY KELLY HOLCOMB

Track teams excel despite youth
was

►TYREZE TAYLOR

. ttaylor4@olivet.edu
»
. Both the.women’s and men’s
track teams have done well this
year, despite being really young
teams:
With so many underclassmen,
any head coach would experience
some concern.
Mike McDowell, head coach of
both the women’s and men’s track
teams, has been coaching here at
Olivet for nine years.’
But over the near-decade he hasspent coaching runners *at ONU,
his major shock this year with the
teams is how young they are.
With 25 freshmen, the teams
are the youngest McDowell has
ever coached at Olivet.
Despite their youth, some fresh
men stood out reinarkably this
year. Freshmen Brandal Miles and
Matthew DeFries teamed with se
nior Nathan Ticknor and sopho
more Kent Yamane for the .4x400
' meter relay, and they placed third
at the NAIA nationals. The group
also received recognition as All-3
Americans.
•“Pm just proud to be a part of a.
team.that’s flail of strong and solid
athletes,” Miles said.
Still, McDowell said his team’s
relative inexperience has been
one of his main challenges. So
one of the first tasks Was to train
all the athletes to a style that was
going to work.
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ONU track team member Justin Armstead jumps a hurdle far ahead of his competition on Saturday, April 17 at
the team’s track meet on campus.
p h o t o by k elly h o l c o m b

style that my coaches and I would
prefer,” McDowell said.
.“ O n th e a c c o u n t o f th is te a m
O n e player expected to do well
being so young, my coaching staff •this year is Ashley Fozkos, a jUand I have to take a lot o f time in mor and current five-time Allgetting them adapted to a racing American in track. •

“We have many talented athletes on our track team,” McDowell said.
McDowell also recognized other athletes, such as junior Justin
Jones, an outdoor All-American

who ran a 3,000-meter race in 3 few weeks of his season,
minutes, 57 seconds and sopho-At the Chicagoland Collegiate
more Joseph Reisinger, who is an
Athletic Conference Championindoor and outdoor All-American ships, held at Olivet on April 17
for throwing. But a tom ham- " Olivet’s track teams placed first
string caused him to miss out a
out of six teams.

ONU athlete: Bethany Holaway
sity to play for the women’s softball team as an outfielder?
Like most of her teammates,
and other athletes involved in
sports on campus, it was a com
bination of dedication, trials and
tribulations, and a whole lot of
hard work.
As she grew older, she became
more involved with the game of
softball and joined teams both in
school and in her Wheaton, 111.,
community.
•“In middle school, I played on
a travel team,” Holaway said. “I
(also) played on both my high
school team and a travel team.”
Holaway’s participation on the
Olivet softball outfielder
trayel teams not only built her
Bethany Holaway. 1
skill and strength in the game,
but also took her to places around
the countiy, ’such, as Colorado
and Las Vegas; her two favorites.
►A LY GIBSON
She and her teammates competed
agibsonl@olivet.edu
against other teams from around
the United States in tournaments
during the summer months, giv
t all started in the first grade.
ing Holaway great memories of
Freshman Bethany Hola camaraderie and team play.
way joined a tee-balj team in
“They were all very fun experi
elementary school, and from then ences, especially in high school,”
on, her love of the game only Holaway said. “It was fun to get
grew. She got involved with as the opportunity to play for my
many teams as she could handle, school team and I had a really fun
playing for her schools through travel team to play on.” -f
out her childhood as well as trav
But her athletic career came to
eling teams.
a halt when she suffered an injury
So how did it bring her all the that sidelined her from playing on
way to Olivet Nazarene Univer the diamond with her team.

I

In the fall of 2008, she broke
her wrist ice skating. In order for
the break to heal correctly and
completely, she needed surgery.
It ultimately kept her out of softball for 6 months
But Holaway didn’t let the in
jury keep her from continuing to
better herself in the game.
She realized the importance of
mental toughness in softball and
that it would be necessary to con
tinue getting better in her play
ing.
“If you don’t have a good ‘at
bat’ or if you make an error in the
field, you have to let it. go and not
let it drag you down for the rest of
thé game,” Holawày said.
But as her high school days
wound to an end, Holaway start
ed to look at playing softball at
the collegiate level. One of the
schools that she considered was
Olivet, which offered her a schol
arship for softball.
“I really loved the school, when
I camé for a visit,” she said. “Af
ter prayer,’I really felt like it was
the schqol for me. God really
worked things out financially, so I
could attend.” As Holaway continues to round
out the season «with her team,
•which has a record of 40-8 and is
currently ranked first in its’con
ference, she is excited*to see what
postseason play brings, as well as
Where God leads her on and off of

the baseball diamond.
“My faith has helped me know
that no matter what I do on the

field, God still has an underlying love for me that will never
change,” she said.

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
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Rounding out home stretch

The ONU’s men’s baseball team played a doubleheader against Trinity International University on Saturday, April 17, winning the first contest
3-2, but losing the second game 5-8. /
p h o t o s by k e l l y h o l c o m b
►GEOFF FULLER
. i gfuller@olivet.edu

The ONU Tigers’ baseball
season is winding down but the
games are heating up. The Ti
gers had a record of 22-13-1 be
fore their April 22 game, with a
conference record of 13-7. The
Tigers have put themselves in
second place in the Chicagoland
Collegiate Athletic Conference.
They’ve given themselves the
opportunity to play for a champi
onship in the CCAC. According
to coach Todd Reid, the Tigers’
success has emerged from a bal

anced attack. Early in the season,
thek starting pitching carried the
team. Later on in the season, the
bullpen and timely hitting became
the difference.
Team captains Pete Smidt and
Phil Colling have helped coach
the younger players. The duo has
made contributions for the Tigers
on offense with batting averages
of 0.375 and 0.347, respectively,
before the April 22 game. Colling
has had 42 hits in 121 at bats with
22 RBIs. Colling has an on-base
percentage of 0.461 with 18 sto
len bases. Smidt has had success
as well with 45 hits in 120 at bats

with 40 RBIs. Smidt has an onbase percentage of. 0.457 with
seven stolen bases.
“Phil and Pete have done a
great job of bringing our team
together,MReid said. “They not
only want the best for themselvés,
but have given unselfishly to help
their teammates succeed.”
Colling noted, “The young
guys listen to us and are coopera
tive, which helps a lot.”
Another key role for the Tigers
is sophomore Tyler Shore. As of
his last start April 20, he has a 7-0
record with an ERA of 4.55 in
65.1 innings óf work. Shore also

Lady Tigers softball
ready to strike back

has three saves and 39 strikeouts.
Pitchers like freshman Ben Heller
and sophomore Elijah Smurthwaite help lead the pitching as
well.
The players haven’t had the
easiest schedule, taking on teams
like CCAC first-place Judson
University (now 29-13) and the
University of St. Francis (now
24-12). The Tigers have played
16 doubleheaders so far this sea
son, with three more to go. Then,
the Tigers will enter the CCAC
tournament. They have had tough
games both mentally and physi
cally.

“The hardest games are the
second games of doubleheaders
and the third games of triplehead
ers,” Colling said. “The hardest
(games) mentally are the confer
ence games. These are impor
tant to win, so we have to focus
harder.”
' The Tigers have nine games
left before the tournament. Thek
last game of the season is at home
on May 6 against the last-ranked
team in the CCAC, Calumet Col
lege of St. Joseph. Calumet has a
record of 4-36, with a conference
record of 3-20, according to the
CCAC Web site.
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Softball team ranked 20th in nation

TWO LOCATIONS
575 Larry Power Rd., Bourbonnais
(815) 933-6200
AND

►RACHEL KEARNEY
rkearney@ olivet.edu.

The Olivet women’s softball
team is looking to do damage as
they close the regular season and
enter postseason action.
•The Lady Tigers are currently
39-8 and are ranked 20th in the
latest Softball Coaches’ Top 25
Poll for the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics. They
also lead the Chicagoland Colle
giate Athletic Conference with a
15-0 conference record.
“This team should compete for
the CCAC regular season and
•tournament championships and
has the potential to play deep into
a national-championship tourna
ment,” head coach Ritchie Rich
ardson said.'
The team boasts several out
standing players, including soph
omore pitcher Katie Hannagan,
who has received national recog
nition for throwing two perfect
• games in one week. A perfect
game of no hits, walks or errors
has occurred only seven times in
ONU softball history, including
Hannagan’s two.
According to Richardson, other
key players include sophomore
pitcher Jordan Reynolds,' who
has a team-high batting average
of 0.490, and senior Caitlin Gid-

6 80 8

cumb, who leads the team with
61 RBIs. Both players have been
named NALA National Player of
the Week this season. .
Another player whom Rich
ardson recognized is freshman
Bethany Holaway, who has a bat
ting average of 0.405 and 11 sto
len bases. Holaway said that'the
team had obstacles to overcome
at the beginning of the season.
“We were winning but not win
ning well,” she said. “It was good
that we were still winning, but we
made lots of mistakes.”
However, Holaway said that the
team members knew coming into •
the season that they had talent and
had the potential to do well if they
worked at it.

“We worked really hard in the
weight room and turf room (dur
ing the preseason),’H Holaway
said. “I think that has a lot to do
with the success we’re having.”
Richardson said that though Ol
ivet has had a lot of good teams,
this year’s is one of the best.
“Our team chemistry is just re
ally good,” Holaway said. “It’s
fun and exciting. I can’t wait to
see how we do file rest of the sea
son.”
The team’s last home doubleheader of .the regular season is
April 29 at 3 p.m. as they take
on the University of St. Francis.
Olivet will also host the CCAC
tournament, which begins May-6.

1847-B Armour Rd, Bourbonnais
(815) 933-6200

Olivet Summer Special
Pre-Pay 3 months; get 4th month free,
plus 1 day’s free truck use for move-in day
Must be 21 to use truck
www.boxestobuses.com

"We worked really hard in the
weight room and turf room (dur
ing the preseason). I think that
has a lot to do with the success
we're having."
-Bethany Holaway
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